European Indoor Ultimate Championship
European Indoor Ult. Club Championship
Call for bids EIUCC 2020 and EIUC 2021
Introduction

This is the call for bids for the European Indoor Ultimate Club Championships
(EIUCC) 2020 and the European Indoor Ultimate Championships (EIUC) 2021,
both in the divisions Men, Women and Mixed.
For EUF this concerns two new championships, although in another era both
championships were already played several times. The EUF board has the
intention of setting up EUICC and EIUC every 4 years. This time we strongly
advise interested organizations / federations to look into bidding for both
championships, being EIUCC as a sort of trial event for EIUC one year later.

Time Line

Contact

April 30st:

Declaration of interest

May 31th:

Bid complete, provisional budget

June 30th:

Bid selection

All emails should be send to board@ultimatefederation.eu

Tournament length 4 days
Date

Wished date is from half January to half February in both years. Tournament
should run from Thursday to Sunday.

Number of Teams

The EUF would like to see 16 teams per division at EIUCC, preferably 20
teams per division at EIUC.
You should be able to scale down the costs in case lesser teams will attend.

Number of Players

Plan with an average number of players per team around 10.

Venue

The venue(s) should hold at least 4 fields of 40x20m for the maximum
expected number of teams at EIUCC, but at least 5 fields of 40x20m for EIUC.
If less teams will register, the number of fields should be reduced, in order to
lower fixed costs.
When separated venues will be used, they should be at close range of each
other, so travel between the venues will be easy.
The surroundings of every field should have at least 2m free space to avoid
dangerous situations.
Having a grand stand at one field for showcase and final games is an asset.
Please add in the bid a google map link of the venue(s).

Staff/Volunteers

Please consider at least 1 person per field for scorekeeping plus 3-4 persons
to manage schedule, spirit scoring, volunteers, etc.
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Accommodation

We expect that most teams will use the accommodation that TOC provides,
so plan an accommodation offer with several options in your bid.
Please add in the bid a google map link of the accommodation options and
the distance to the venue(s).

Food

Teams will probably have breakfast and dinner at their accommodation, but
it is highly recommended to offer various lunch options at the venue.
Drinking water must be available near each pitch.

Reachability

Indicate how the tournament location and accommodations options can be
reached ( distance to airports, the public transportation system ).
Since the tournament is planned to be over on day 4 at about 16.00h, having
a tournament location close to an international airport is an asset. It is highly
recommended to offer a shuttle service to that airport on Sunday afternoon.

Social Events

Shortly describe if there’s a plan for social events. A party on day 3 is an
asset.

Media Visibility

EUF plans to stream from 1 field every day. Therefore a stable 10 MB upload
internet connection is needed, as well as an overhead camera position ( from
grand stand, scaffold, etc. )
Please indicate if and how you plan to increase the tournament visibility and
which budget you reserve for this.

Trophies & Gifts

Medals will be paid by EUF. Spirit of the Game prizes will be covered by the
EUF merchandize partner.
Winner trophies must be covered by the tournament budget or by sponsors.
A tournament gift per player is not necessary and should be considered only
if covered by a sponsor.

First Aid

A First Aid-kit must be available at the fields. Medical staff should be
available in the venue. A fixed ambulance at the venue is an asset.
Please describe what is your medical ( and physiotherapy ? ) plan.

Budget

For the budget plan, please use the EUF template.
We think that people who work hard on these events, should receive some
reasonable payment, nevertheless these costs should be kept to a minimum.
EUF wants clear visibility of all the costs and that costs are reasonable. We
want to make sure that players don’t pay for things that they might prefer
not to have if given the choice.
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